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Abstract: Privacy in Electronic Health Records (EHR) has become a significant concern in today’s
rapidly changing world, particularly for personal and sensitive user data. The sheer volume and
sensitive nature of patient records require healthcare providers to exercise an intense quantity of
caution during EHR implementation. In recent years, various healthcare providers have been hit
by ransomware and distributed denial of service attacks, halting many emergency services during
COVID-19. Personal data breaches are becoming more common day by day, and privacy concerns
are often raised when sharing data across a network, mainly due to transparency and security issues.
To tackle this problem, various researchers have proposed privacy-preserving solutions for EHR.
However, most solutions do not extensively use Privacy by Design (PbD) mechanisms, distributed
data storage and sharing when designing their frameworks, which is the emphasis of this study.
To design a framework for Privacy by Design in Electronic Health Records (PbDinEHR) that can
preserve the privacy of patients during data collection, storage, access and sharing, we have analysed
the fundamental principles of privacy by design and privacy design strategies, and the compatibility
of our proposed healthcare principles with Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA), Australian Privacy
Principles (APPs) and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). To demonstrate the proposed
framework, ‘PbDinEHR’, we have implemented a Patient Record Management System (PRMS) to
create interfaces for patients and healthcare providers. In addition, to provide transparency and
security for sharing patients’ medical files with various healthcare providers, we have implemented
a distributed file system and two permission blockchain networks using the InterPlanetary File
System (IPFS) and Ethereum blockchain. This allows us to expand the proposed privacy by design
mechanisms in the future to enable healthcare providers, patients, imaging labs and others to share
patient-centric data in a transparent manner. The developed framework has been tested and evaluated
to ensure user performance, effectiveness, and security. The complete solution is expected to provide
progressive resistance in the face of continuous data breaches in the patient information domain.

Keywords: privacy by design; healthcare; electronic health record; blockchain; IPFS; distributed file
system; GDPR; cybersecurity

1. Introduction

Privacy is becoming increasingly important when it comes to information systems
that collect personal and sensitive user data [1]. Developing a regulatory framework to
protect an organization’s assets from the onslaught of cybercrime is a significant concern
for governments everywhere. Most healthcare providers provide customers with online
services to access and control their data within the organisation’s database. When sensitive
information is compromised, it can cause a variety of adverse outcomes, including financial
disruption and reputational damage for the victim and the affected organisation. Numer-
ous data privacy threats have been identified [2,3], including unauthorised access, data
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theft, data loss, IT incidents, and improper data disposal. Data breach risks are rising every
year all around the world, and our research revealed some of the significant statistics on
data breaches and the costs associated with them. Over the past 12 months, data breaches
had the most significant impact in the cyber security world, where 22 billion records have
been publicly exposed [4]. In 2022, personal information was accessed during a data breach
at Revolut bank, UK, where more than 50k users were affected around the world, including
approximately 20,000 in Europe [5]. The same year, Nelnet, a US-based student loan servic-
ing company, leaked confidential information to over 2.5 million users [6]. The majority of
data breaches between January and June 2022 occurred at healthcare service providers in
Australia, according to the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) [7].
Optus, an Australian telecommunications company, was attacked by a cyber-attack in
September 2022, resulting in 2.1 million customers having one form of personal ID number
exposed [8]. On 9 November 2022, one of the largest Australian private health insurance
providers, Medibank, stated that around 9.7 million current and former customers and
authorised representatives’ personal and sensitive healthcare information had been ac-
cessed by cybercriminals [9]. Based on this incident, the Australian Federal Police (AFP)
declared that this crime could impact millions of Australians and can damage significant
Australian businesses [9]. The OAIC’s investigation of this data contravention will consider
whether Medibank initially implemented practices and procedures to ensure compliance
with Australian Privacy Principles (APPs). A failure in violation of Australian privacy
law may cost up to AUD 2.2 million for each data breach [10]. Another telecommunica-
tions company, Telstra, claims that more than 130,000 personal details of their customers
were exposed online after a privacy breach in December 2022 that confronted prominent
Australian companies and their reputations [11].

An estimated AUD 40 million is the typical price tag for a data breach involving one
million records. Despite the prevalence of data breaches, organisations have not found
effective ways to prevent or mitigate their effects. The average data breach cost in the
healthcare industry is AUD 408 per record, which is three times the cost in other sectors [12].
Privacy by design gives companies an edge by proactively implementing strong privacy
practises into the operations of information systems and business processes, guaranteeing
both privacy by default and individual control over their personal data [13]. One of the
most challenging problems in software engineering is creating a reliable system, whether
for private or business use. Some researchers have proposed methods for discussing and
ultimately resolving the problem of data breaches. Some examples are data partitioning
techniques, anonymous and pseudonymous systems, the blockchain-based solution, the
K-anonymity method, and others. Current data privacy measures still do not do an
excellent job of preventing data breaches. More robust privacy measurements need to be
considered while proposing a privacy-preserving solution. Privacy principles, standards,
impact assessment, and compatibility analysis are valuable resources to be considered
while collecting and processing personal data [14–16].

Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) [17] are principles-based laws, and the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [18] is the comprehensive data protection law that
establish rules and sets a high standard for data protection. It provides control over personal
data and requires organisations to obtain explicit consent from individuals for processing
their personal data. GDPR also includes provisions for data breaches and is applied to all
organisations that process, store, and manage the personal data of European Union (EU)
citizens [19]. Failure to comply with the GDPR can result in significant fines and legal
action [20]. The validity of GDPR is widely accepted, as it supports a clear framework
for data protection, establishing common standards for all EU member states. There are
also data protection laws around the world, with countries adopting similar regulations.
In our prior review paper, we conducted a comprehensive systematic literature review
to identify and analyse the privacy standards, principles, strategies and limitations of
existing data privacy frameworks [21]. Based on our review paper [21], we proposed an
initial conceptual framework by analysing the key limitations of privacy by design based
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on seven existing frameworks [22]. In this research, we anticipated continuing further
comprehensive research on privacy by design and related mechanisms to design a novel
privacy by design framework. Based on our proposed framework, we developed the
Patient Record Management System (PRMS) prototype by considering the limitations of
existing frameworks for secure and scalable electronic health records management.

The main contributions of our work are as follows:

â Our research thoroughly examined twelve existing privacy by design frameworks
to extract their key limitations. All identified limitations were integrated to ensure
maximum privacy to design and develop our proposed framework ‘PbDinEHR’ (in
Section 3.1.1);

â We integrated three international standards, ISO/IEC 15288, ISO/IEC 29100, and
ISO/IEC 27001 and 27002, to design the lifecycle stages, privacy contexts, and security
control implementation (in Section 3.1.2);

â We proposed six Healthcare Principles (HPs) compatible with APPs and GDPR to
ensure privacy by design for EHR management (in Section 3.2.1);

â In this research, we incorporated privacy design patterns such as dynamic data mask-
ing, transparent database encryption, and our proposed HPs to guarantee privacy in
each layer of healthcare data collection and processing (in Sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2);

â We established compliance between proposed HPs with Privacy Impact Assessment
(PIA) (in Section 3.2.3.1) and conducted compatibility analysis with globally verified
APPs and GDPR (in Sections 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.3);

â We incorporated the Ethereum blockchain and Inter-Planetary File System (IPFS) to
create private IPFS and permission blockchain networks to share medical files and en-
sure secure transactions between healthcare provider organisations (in Section 3.3.4);

â Based on all our proposed privacy by design mechanisms, we developed a functional
prototype of PRMS that confirms all possible consequences to establish our proposed
framework (in Section 4).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The relevant research studies are
presented in Section 2. We present the methodology, along with the proposed framework in
detail, with three distinct phases (planning, assessment, and implementation), which is by
far the most comprehensive portion of the paper, as it details the design and implementation
for the overall privacy by design framework, in Section 3. We discuss the evaluation and
results in Section 4. The usability and functional testing are presented in Section 5. We
present the overall discussion in Section 6. Finally, the conclusion, research limitations, and
future research are presented in Section 7.

2. Related Work

Healthcare data breach research initiatives that propose personal and sensitive data
privacy are relatively ineffective. To address all these perspectives, a more comprehensive
methodology is desirable. We thoroughly investigated the existing frameworks to uncover
the necessary components and major flaws to create a trustworthy data privacy research
outcome. We selected seven existing frameworks from our prior research [22] that were
assessed to identify the fundamental components of privacy by design.

The Victorian public sector suggested a privacy protection framework based on privacy
by design principles for public sector organisations. In their research, privacy is embedded
into the system design to ensure that personal data are safeguarded from the start [23].
A privacy impact assessment is the essential tool in this framework [24]; hence, privacy
design strategies need to be considered in parallel with the privacy principles to proficiently
protect from data breaches. Moncrieff et al. [25] proposed a framework that eliminates major
roadblocks by discovering healthcare system complications through technology acceptance.
Blockchain-based fine-grained access control ensures that only authorised users have access
to healthcare data closely related to data ownership [26–29]. The construction of this
framework does not state whether any verified privacy standards are incorporated or
not to develop this framework. PRIPARE (PReparing Industry to Privacy-by-Design by
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Supporting its Application in REsearch) is a framework that supports privacy engineering
practices, privacy risk management activities, design strategies, requirement analysis, and
compliance [30]. hOCBS is a permission Off-Chain Blockchain System that collaborates
with digital wallets, smart contracts and tokens on the application and feature layers to
support competent and scalable data control invasion [31]. However, design strategies
should be applied to the system development to outline the organisational and technical
requirements. A framework to enhance e-Health architecture for privacy and security in
the healthcare sector is suggested by Shrestha et al. [32]. This research suggests multi-
authority-based access control to protect illegal access to patient personal data. MedBloc is
a secure EHR system for sharing and accessing healthcare data that uses a permissioned
blockchain network [33,34]. However, there is no indication of integrating the verified
privacy mechanisms, which should be considered to establish a competitive privacy-
preserving environment in healthcare systems. Perera et al. [35] recommended a privacy
by design framework based on a set of guidelines to assess the gaps and capabilities of IOT
applications and middleware platforms [36]. Privacy by design fundamental principles
and privacy design strategies are a core basis; however, there is no suggestion to comply
with the privacy impact assessment to measure the risks and mitigation plan. PISCES
(Privacy Incorporated and SeCurity Enhanced Systems) is a privacy by design framework
suggested by Foukia et al. [37]. Privacy by design principles are incorporated in the
information system operation [37,38]. Indeed, PISCES is mainly grounded on privacy
principles, and yet there is no evidence of using any privacy design patterns to ensure an
effective privacy-friendly system. The ISO/IEC 29110 basic profile privacy by design in
the healthcare sector is a framework based on ISO/IEC (The International Organization
for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission) 29110 [39]. Fundamental
principles of privacy by design and privacy design strategies are unified as standard and
functional in the development of this framework [40]. The consequences of implementing
this paradigm may not be widespread, as privacy-preserving tools and impact assessments
have not measured. We investigated closely related works to address the critical qualities
for creating a prolific privacy by design framework. Furthermore, we incorporated five
additional innovative frameworks to enhance our research, which are assessed to identify
the key limitations, as presented below.

Bari and O’Neill [41] recommended a framework for rethinking patient data privacy
in the era of digital health that streamlines the Health Insurance Portability and Account-
ability Act (HIPAA) by associating it with the European General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) [42,43] and California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [44,45]. The volume and
range of information and data breaches are rapidly expanding; in addition, HIPAA has
existed for almost a quarter century [46]. Therefore, the potential to set up clear boundaries
and achieve the patient’s trust using this HIPAA framework is challenging. Reen, G.S.
et al. [47] proposed a framework for a decentralised Patient Centric e-Health Record Man-
agement System, using a permission blockchain network and IPFS for file storage, where
patients should have control over their health records [48–50]. Healthcare providers should
obtain consent when looking for patients’ data using Ethereum and smart contracts [51–54].
Tariq et al. proposed blockchain-based fine-grained access control that ensures only autho-
rised users have access to healthcare data closely related to data ownership [26–29]. By
applying this framework, emphasising information confidentiality concerns to overcome
the challenges is crucial [55]. Cernian et al. [56] proposed PatientDataChain, a framework
that aims to provide a healthcare application that allows patients to control their health-
care data. Patients must know what data are collected, where they will be shared and
stored, and when the consent expires [57,58]. Still, accumulating patient consent while
managing and sharing healthcare data cannot ensure a comprehensive privacy-preserving
environment. ‘OSHealthRec’ is a blockchain-based prototype suggested by Meier et al. [59]
that supports fine-grained access controls to safeguard data privacy and security [60].
However, implementing this framework is challenging to accomplish significant conse-
quences, as privacy standards have not been considered. Roehrs et al. [61] suggested a
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distributed model named ‘OmniPHR’ that connects medical data with healthcare providers.
Additionally, their research suggested data decentralisation and distributed file systems
to share EHR across healthcare organisations [62]. Still, accumulating blockchain and
IPFS while managing and sharing healthcare data does not assure a wide-ranging privacy-
preserving environment. Thus, privacy standards should be considered when designing a
privacy-preserving system.

We identified key limitations for all the above related frameworks. Despite the fact
that the related frameworks described above have revealed the critical data privacy sectors,
complete solutions for developing a data privacy framework for preserving privacy at all
levels of a healthcare system in a distributed environment are still lacking. Based on this
relevant work, a summary of where we conducted a comparative analysis is presented in
Section 3.1.1.

3. Methodology

We conducted comprehensive research on related studies based on privacy by design
to identify and analyses their key limitations using Systematic Literature Review (SLR) [21].
Privacy by design components are identified and assessed by considering and examining
many closely related frameworks and mechanisms alongside them (Section 3.1.1). Stan-
dards and best practices are examined to identify and determine the controls and contexts
to construct the proposed framework (Section 3.1.2). To further simplify and secure data
privacy in the Patient Record Management System (PRMS), fundamental Privacy by Design
(PbD) principles [63] are hybridized into six Healthcare Principles (HPs) (Section 3.2.1).
For patients’ privacy to be maintained during data collection, storing, and access, the six
healthcare principles (HPs) are applied at each level of data processing. Privacy design
strategies such as data-oriented and process-oriented strategies are examined to determine
the design patterns that best protect the confidentiality of sensitive data at the system’s
architecture stages [64]. Dynamic Data Masking (DDM) [65] is a data-oriented design
pattern that provides full masking, partial value blurring, email blurring, and random
masking based on the data types [66,67]. Likewise, Transparent Database Encryption
(TDE) [68] is a data-oriented design pattern supported by access controls and permissions
keys to safeguard unauthorised access to personal and sensitive data. Healthcare Principles
(HPs) are applied to integrate the process-oriented design patterns, while collecting and
processing the EHR. We conducted a compatibility analysis between the proposed HPs
with Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) [24] to identify the risks and design a mitigation
plan (Section 3.2.3.1). In order to prove that the suggested healthcare principles (HPs) are
completely aligned with the two standards, compliance between the HPs with APPs [17]
and GDPR [42] was established (Sections 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.3). However, most of the data
(clinical, medicine, treatment, etc.) related to the health sector should be critically secured
to ensure data holder (patient) privacy. To provide trust and confidence to the hospitals
and clinics in sharing their data, this research also proposed blockchain-based IPFS (Inter-
Planetary File System) technology [69] that can be used to share crucial medical data while
securing and ensuring patient privacy (Section 3.3.4). All the proposed components were
implemented using the secure framework ASP.NET and the SQL Server for managing the
database (Section 4). Finally, the developed application was tested by conducting security
testing and usability testing to measure the risks (Section 5). In this research, we integrated
fundamental mechanisms to develop a privacy-preserving framework that can overcome
the identified limitations. The proposed privacy by design framework is presented in detail
here.

‘PbDinEHR’ uses a design-based methodology to translate privacy by design into
system requirements, as existing studies have not offered a precise solution. The proposed
components are described in processes and subprocesses under three fundamental phases,
planning, assessment, and implementation, and the phases are grounded in ISO/IEC 15288
process phases, as shown in Figure 1.
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3.1. Planning Phase

The planning phase is the first phase that identifies the concerns associated with
information privacy so that they can be addressed in the implementation phase. The
determination is to characterise the system in terms of privacy perception. In this phase,
we identified the critical limitations of privacy by design frameworks. The purpose and
application of appropriate standards and best practices are determined to design a privacy
defensive EHR.

3.1.1. Extracting the Fundamental Components from the Existing Frameworks

In this paper, we extended our research to analyses of twelve privacy by design
frameworks to identify the key characteristics and compare the limitations of individual
frameworks. To do so, we highlighted the inadequacies of the selected frameworks and
identified four globally validated components. The fundamental components are Ann
Cavoukian’s seven fundamental principles of Privacy by Design (PbD) [63], Hoepman
Jaap-Henk’s privacy design strategies [64], Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) [70] and
data decentralisation and distributed file system. Ann Cavoukian’s seven fundamental
principles of privacy by design are essential components of elementary privacy protection
for personal information. Privacy design strategies support the design patterns in the
system development life cycle. Data-oriented and process-oriented privacy design strate-
gies deliver the data minimisation techniques for developing a privacy-friendly system. A
privacy impact assessment works as a critical component of risk identification and manage-
ment. PIA addresses the risks associated with the privacy principles and their associated
mitigation plan. The focus of this framework was to ensure privacy by design; however, in
addition to privacy by design components, blockchain for data decentralisation is included
to keep the records of all transactions among the entities to provide transparency [71]. No
entity participating in the healthcare environment can access all the transactions in the
network. The transactions are only available to the entities participating in the transaction
activity. Correspondingly, IPFS for the distributed file system is included for secure file
sharing between distributed healthcare organisations [72]. As a result, all these selected
components are vital in developing the proposed framework. A comparative analysis
between the existing frameworks is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparative analysis of existing frameworks.

Privacy by Design (PbD) Existing Frameworks

Fundamental Components of Privacy
by Design (PbD)

1
[2

3,
24

]

2
[2

5–
29

]

3
[3

0,
31

]

4
[3

2–
34

]

5
[3

5,
36

]

6
[3

7,
38

]

7
[3

9,
40

]

8
[4

1–
46

]

9
[4

7–
55

]

10
[5

6–
58

]

11
[5

9,
60

]

12
[6

1,
62

]

Pb
D

in
EH

R

Privacy by Design (PbD) Fundamental
Principles by Ann Cavoukian [21,63] l l l l l l l

Privacy Design Strategies by Hoepman
Jaap-Henk [64,65]

• Data-oriented strategies l l l l l l

• Process-oriented strategies l l l l l l

Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) [24,70,73] l l l l l l

Data Decentralisation and Distributed File Storage [47,71]

• Blockchain l l l l l l l

Table 1 presents a comparison of our solution to the existing Privacy by Design
(PbD) frameworks. The fundamental components of privacy by design are derived by
assessing the relevant works in Section 2. When comparing solutions, we identified that
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the existing frameworks do not have at least one or more globally verified components to
ensure the privacy contexts, which are limitations for these frameworks. As a result, the
feasibilities of the existing frameworks are crucial for achieving the success of personal
data privacy management. In Table 1, black dots indicate that the components have been
addressed. In contrast, the empty ones indicate that the component is either not addressed
or implemented, there is a limitation, or there is still no information provided in the study.
We incorporated all of the fundamental components of privacy by design while developing
our proposed ‘PbDinEHR’ for managing patients’ EHR in an efficient privacy-friendly
environment. The identified components of privacy by design are defined in Assessment
Phase. The fundamental components of privacy by design are as follows:

â Seven fundamental principles of privacy by design by Ann Cavoukian [21,63];
â Privacy design strategies by Hoepman Jaap-Henk [64,65];
â Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) [24,73];
â Data decentralisation and distributed file storage [47,71].

Developing a privacy-preserving framework without integrating all the identified
fundamental components of privacy by design can lead to the following limitations. First,
when any privacy components are lacking in the design and development of systems and
technologies, there is a higher risk of privacy violations; for example, data breaches or
unauthorised access to patients’ personal and sensitive information [12]. Second, patients
and healthcare providers may lose trust if privacy considerations are not prioritised in
the design and development, leading to a loss of customers and users and reputational
damage [74]. Third, failing to implement privacy by design principles can lead to legal and
regulatory non-compliance, as jurisdictions have laws and regulations to implement appro-
priate privacy protections that can result in legal penalties or consequences. Fourth, it will
be more expensive and time-consuming when privacy issues arise after the development of
the healthcare system, which can result in higher costs and delays in launching the system
or services to market [19,20,43]. Overall, the individual privacy by design component is sig-
nificant and works collaboratively to ensure privacy while processing EHR; hence, missing
any component is considered a limitation when developing a complete privacy-preserving
framework. The functionality of the standards and best practices to construct the proposed
framework, ‘PbDinEHR’, are identified here.

3.1.2. Determining the Standards and Best Practices

Standards and best practices were investigated to determine the privacy controls
and contexts in the planning phase. Standards were selected based on their purpose
for constructing the proposed framework. The processes of the proposed framework
and lifecycle stages were established based on ISO/IEC 15288 [75,76]. Based on this
standard, three system process phases were created for the proposed framework: planning,
assessment and implementation to simplify the design. Privacy contexts and a set of
controls for personal data processing were established by following ISO/IEC 29100 [77].
Based on this standard, related privacy measurements were identified and planned to
design and develop the proposed framework. As we extended our research, information
security management and implementation of the security controls were applied to the
proposed framework based on ISO/IEC 27001 and 27002 [78,79]. Based on this standard,
information security management controls were established in the proposed framework.

3.2. Assessment Phase

The assessment phase is the second phase that outlines the procedures and devel-
opment desired to achieve the objectives of the proposed framework. Existing privacy
by design frameworks were analysed to extract the fundamental components. Ann Cau-
vokian’s seven fundamental principles of privacy by design are widely assessed in this
step. Jeep-Hank Hoepman’s privacy design strategies are identified and analysed in order
to establish the finest design patterns for personal data minimisation. The Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA) is used to compare the proposed Healthcare Principles (HPs) with the
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General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [80] and the Australian Privacy Principles
(APPs) [17]. These crucial data privacy requirements are recognised by applying these key
components of Privacy by Design (PbD) in Electronic Health Records (EHR).

3.2.1. Applying the Proposed Healthcare Principles (HPs) by Hybridising Fundamental
Principles of PbD

In the assessment phase, the first step was identifying and analysing Ann Cavoukian’s
seven fundamental Privacy by Design (PbD) principles [21,63]. To maximise the fortification
of a patient’s EHR, we created Healthcare Principles (HPs) to expedite the recommended
design processes following the seven fundamental principles of PbD. The purposes of
privacy by design principles are described as follows.

PbD1 requires privacy by design as a proactive rather than reactive behaviour. This
approach endeavours to prevent risks from the initiation that allows privacy-invading
events to be predicted and averted before they occur. PbD2 ensures that personal data
are automatically and by default protected in any system. PbD3 confirms data privacy
incorporation comprehensively and thoroughly using prospective measurements to assess
the impact of privacy and reduce the likelihood of data breaches due to misuse, error,
or misconfiguration [21,63]. PBD4 provides full functionality by establishing a positive-
sum balance between aims and reasonable concerns, rejecting redundant ones such as
availability vs. privacy or security. PbD5 ensures that privacy principles are consistently
integrated throughout the life-cycle process in EHR systems and that unnecessary data are
deleted at the end. PbD6 informs all stakeholders participating in EHR systems that all
actions must be visible and transparent to providers and users. PbD7 includes noticeable
principles in processes to safeguard the user’s privacy by default, such as appropriate
notices, alerts, and options while collecting and managing personal data [21,63].

Our prior research [22] initially proposed four Healthcare Principles (HPs) applied
in the Patient Record Management System (PRMS) for patient registration. To simplify
and modify the design process, six healthcare principles were proposed by hybridising the
fundamental principles of privacy by design, which will help to assimilate privacy in each
layer of the data processing while designing the proposed system, as shown in Figure 2.
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The proposed Healthcare Principles (HPs) and their relationship to the fundamental
principles of Privacy by Design (PbD) are presented in Table 2. These proposed novel
principles guarantee maximum privacy in each data processing layer to simplify the design
process. The application of these principles will ensure personal data preservation from the
beginning. Strong confidentiality and control over personal and sensitive data management
will be an additional benefit to healthcare providers.

Table 2. Proposed HPs and their relation to PbD principles.

Healthcare Principles
(HPs) Description of the Proposed HPs Relationship to PbDs

HP1: Clear Privacy
and Data-sharing

Notices

HP1 provides customers with explicit privacy and data-sharing notices that
explain how their personal information is safeguarded, shared, and deleted.

This concept describes the data after the user provides them, whether they will
be stored in a database or sent to a third party, and the time limit for data

storage. The brief description and data usage policy are established in
accordance with the needs of the respective healthcare providers.

PbD1, PbD3 and PbD7
are the foundations of

HP1.

HP2: Maintain
Transparency and

Establish Trust with
the Users

HP2 provides notices with an enhanced layer of privacy protection that
informs consumers why sensitive data fields are being collected, such as

medical reports, laboratory or diagnosis objectives, and so on. When a new
user fills out the registration form for the healthcare provider with their

personal information, each sensitive data field displays a tooltip or hint for the
specific region with necessary privacy notifications. This principle ensures that

the healthcare provider maintains transparency and trust with the users.

PbD2, PbD3 and PbD6
are the foundations of

HP2.

HP3: User Consent

HP3 ensures that users are notified when a new service accesses their personal
information. Before sharing personal information with the new requester, the

user must confirm their approval request. Any other significant healthcare
notifications will be sent using preferred contact, e.g., mobile, email etc. This
concept ensures that the user allows the healthcare provider permission to

process the gathered healthcare data.

PbD3 and PbD6 are the
foundations of HP4.

HP4: Allowing Users
to Perform an Active

Role in Managing
their Personal Data

HP4 allows users to participate in an active role in personal data management.
Users need to read and understand the ‘Terms and conditions’, which

represent the regulations to access, manage, and share personal and sensitive
data management and security guidelines.

PbD6 and PbD7 are the
foundations of HP3.

HP5: Minimise the
Amount of Data

Collection

HP5 ensures data minimisation. When the user agrees to the declaration, all
the data entered are saved to the cache memory (or temporary memory). The

cache memory that holds the data in memory is stored temporarily to
minimise the footprint of the actual data. The data in the cache memory will be

deleted once the database has been encrypted.

PbD3, PbD4 and PbD5
are the foundations of

HP4.

HP6: Data Access and
Retrieval by

Applying
Appropriate Data

Masking and
Encryption Methods

HP6 ensures the privacy of the acquired data by using Dynamic Data Masking
(DDM) and Transparent Database Encryption (TDE). Using these principles, a

set of rules and access controls are built. Data collection is secured with
appropriate encryption and masking methods based on type, ensuring optimal
data gathering. If a healthcare provider requests to see personal data, the data
will be retrieved following the healthcare provider’s access control policy. If a
healthcare provider wishes to alter or update any data, the new data will be

acquired using DDM and TDE based on the data categories.

PbD1, PbD2 and PbD3
are the foundation of

HP6.

Healthcare principles are vital components of privacy by design; similarly, privacy
design strategies ensure that necessary privacy-preserving methods are applied while
collecting and managing healthcare data. In the following section, privacy design strategies
are assessed to perceive if they should be included in system development during the
implementation phase.
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3.2.2. Selecting the Appropriate Privacy Design Patterns based on Privacy
Design Strategies

Privacy design strategies recommended by Hoepman Jaap-Henk [64] were investi-
gated to design a privacy-protective environment in the PRMS. These strategies recommend
design patterns for building a privacy-protected system using appropriate privacy meth-
ods. Design patterns support system architects integrating privacy throughout the system
development life cycle. There are two categories of privacy design strategies: data-oriented
and process-oriented [64].

3.2.2.1. Data-Oriented Strategies

Strategies were assessed to identify suitable patterns to develop the proposed frame-
work. The applications of the data-oriented strategy and the associated design patterns are
described as follows.

Minimise is a design strategy that recommends only necessary data be obtained from
patients to provide medical services, lowering the danger of data theft, unintended data
leakage, and personal data misuse. Individual users can also decide how their data are
processed or destroyed when using the system [64]. Hide is a strategy that limits data
misuse by properly securing data collection and hiding it from public access while collecting
and processing the data legally. Dynamic Data Masking (DDM) is considered the design
pattern for these strategies [65,66]. The Separate strategy uses data quality assessment to
isolate gathered data and process them secretly. This method safeguards the privacy of
EHR, including non-database data such as emails, reports, and system logs. Aggregate
ensures that the volume of personal information is controlled and handled with the fewest
possible details and a maximum level of combination to make it less sensitive [64]. TDE
for access control and permission keys are design patterns for these strategies that allow
users to encrypt and control access to an entire database to protect the stored data [68].
In addition, the selected methods, their functionalities, and examples associated with the
design patterns are presented as follows.

• Dynamic Data Masking (DDM)

Dynamic Data Masking (DDM) is used to hide sensitive data from unauthorised
access in a database. Data remain unchanged in the database, but are masked or obscured
if retrieved and displayed to unauthorised users. DDM complies with GDPR or HIPAA
regulations and protects sensitive information from breaches or accidental exposure. DDM
can be applied using four types of mask functions: full masking, partial value blurring,
email blurring, and random masking functions [81]. An analysis of DDM and attributes for
the functions has been presented in prior research [22]. The patient registration attributes
are split to apply the masking functions. DDM limits the sensitive data exposure to users.
Unauthorised access to sensitive information is prevented with minimal impact on the
application layer. Types of data masking functions [67] and their related examples are
defined below:

â Attributes for Full Masking

Full masking allows value-making according to the default function’s data types. If
the data type is a string, values are replaced with XXXX or fewer Xs depending on the field
size. If the data type is numeric, values are replaced with Zero values [66,67].

Example SQL Syntax: “[Gender] [varchar] (n) MASKED WITH (FUNCTION =
‘default() ’) NOT NULL”. By using this syntax, the attribute ‘Gender’ is applied with
the default() function and fully masked with ‘XXXX’ value [67].

â Attributes for Partial Value Blurring

This masking method uses a custom string function that includes custom padding in
the middle and discloses the first and last letters [66,67].

Example SQL Syntax: “[Healthcare Card No] [nvarchar] (n) MASKED WITH (FUNC-
TION = ‘partial(prefix, [padding], suffix)’) NOT NULL”. Using this syntax, the attribute
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‘Healthcare Card no’ is applied with a custom padding string in the middle and exposes
the first and last letters [67].

â Email Blurring

In this method, the email address is masked, but the first letter and constant suffix
“.com” is exposed as an email address [66,67].

Example SQL Syntax: “[Email] [nvarchar] (n) MASKED WITH (FUNCTION = ‘email()’)
NOT NULL”. By default, this syntax exposes the first letter and constant suffix “.com” in
the form of an email address such as aXXX@XXXX.com [67].

â Attributes for Random Masking Function

Random masking function is applied to mask any numeric type. The original values
are masked with a random value in a specified range [66,67].

Example SQL Syntax: “[Date of Birth] [bigint](6) MASKED WITH (FUNCTION=
’random([start range], [end range])’) NOT NULL”. The values present in the ‘Date of Birth’
attribute are masked by applying random masking within a specified range. All selected
values are masked in corresponding ranges and syntaxes in random masking [67].

• Transparent Database Encryption (TDE)

Transparent Database Encryption (TDE) provides encryption for the entire database.
TDE helps to meet regulatory requirements for data protection and reduces the risk of
sensitive data being leaked or stolen [82,83]. In our research, TDE is supported by the
Microsoft SQL Server to provide encryption for the entire database in a transparent and
secure manner. TDE is applied to protect “data at rest” (healthcare data that are stored
in the PRMS). ‘Master key’ and ‘Certificates’ are created to encrypt the certificates using
the master key. User privileges set by the certificates and control mechanisms are used for
accessing the database. To encrypt the database, Database Encryption Keys (DEKs) are
created for the database users. Therefore, only users with the correct credentials can access
the data in the database. Certificates are created to encrypt the DEKs; thus, users with valid
credentials can access the specific attributes [68].

â Access Controls and Permissions

Database privileges are set up and implemented in SQL Server to determine the users
for creating and accessing data stored in the SQL databases [84]. Every SQL Server is
securable and associated with permissions that can be granted to the user. Permissions in
the Database Engine are managed at the server level assigned to logins and server roles
and at the database level assigned to database users and database roles [85]. Server-level
roles deliver server-related permissions for creating a new database, and managing logins,
backup, shut down and linking to other services, as shown in Figure 3.
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Database-level roles provide database permissions for accessing the tables. Permis-
sions in the database engine are managed at the server level through logins and server roles
and at the database level through database users and database roles mentioned in Figure 4.
The model for the SQL Database exposes the same system within each database, but the
server-level permissions are not available. A single user can be a member of multiple roles
combined with the permissions of different fixed roles to allocate the correct combination
based on the requirement [85].
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Access controls within the database are essential for the security of data. It is easy to get
lost in the jargon of principles, securable, owners, schemas, roles, users, and permissions.
Combining the schema-based system (dbo) with various database roles, as shown in
Appendix A.1, can provide an easy way to specify permissions for a large collection of
securable objects in the database. This allows the creation of several security designs that
enable the administrator to restrict access [86].

3.2.2.2. Process-Oriented Strategies

Process-oriented strategies are examined to identify suitable patterns for designing the
proposed framework. The application of the strategies and their associated design patterns
are described here.

Inform is a process-oriented strategy that ensures that the EHR system informs the
users about personal data privacy and the purpose of data collection. Furthermore, if
any information needs to be shared with third parties, the patient will be notified and
given the opportunity to consent [64]. This technique is implemented using HP1. Control
ensures that data protection regulations are in place and users have control over their
personal information. This strategy is implemented by applying HP3 and HP4 to the EHR
system [77,87]. Enforce verifies that privacy policy complies with legal requirements during
operation, and that procedures are implemented as needed. HP5 and HP6 are design
patterns for this strategy, which will be implemented through personal data minimisation,
access control, encryption, and masking. Demonstrate assures compliance with privacy
policies and key public infrastructure. Solid privacy and security measures are beneficial
when incorporating vital public infrastructure in healthcare systems. This strategy employs
HP2 as a design pattern for auditing, privacy management, and logging activities [77,87].

3.2.3. Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)

This step protects data by assessing the privacy implications of the proposed healthcare
principles. We established a compatibility analysis between our proposed HPs to PIA and
constructed a privacy risk assessment and mitigation plan. Compliance between the
proposed HPs with the verified standards of APPs and GDPR was established [24,70]. This
assessment guarantees that privacy is considered throughout the planning process. When
implemented consistently, the PIA prevents and mitigates risks to reduce privacy concerns
within the organisation [73].

3.2.3.1. Privacy Impact Assessment Compliance with the Proposed HPs

Table 3 assesses the compliance of the proposed healthcare principles (HPs) with PIA.
Since this is a preliminary privacy impact assessment, it is not static and further privacy
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implications can be added as needed. The detected threats were analysed, and a risk
mitigation plan is produced for each risk in Table 4.

Table 3. Privacy impact assessment compliance with the proposed HPs.

HP1: Clear Privacy and Data-Sharing Notices Y N HPs

1.1 Does the system shield privacy while sharing and releasing healthcare data? X HP1—PbD1, PbD3 and PbD7

1.2 Does the system approve, extract, and release data efficiently? X HP1—PbD1, PbD3 and PbD7

1.3 Does the system protect individual data privacy? X HP1—PbD1, PbD3 and PbD7

1.4 Does the system send privacy notices while accessing and retrieving
personal and sensitive information? X HP1—PbD1, PbD3 and PbD7

HP2: Transparency and trust with the users

2.1 Are all the collected personal data mandatory to the system? X

2.2 Does the system inform users of the reason for collecting and processing
their personal and sensitive data? X HP2—PbD2, PbD3 and PbD6

2.3 Will the users be reported when collecting their specific personal
information? X HP2—PbD2, PbD3 and PbD6

HP3: User consent

3.1 Does the system send a notification to ask for user consent while managing
their personal information? X HP3—PbD3 and PbD6

3.2 Do the users confirm the system by approving a notification to use their
personal information? X HP3—PbD3 and PbD6

3.3
Will the system ask for the user’s consent while collecting
and sharing healthcare information from one healthcare

service to another?
X HP3—PbD3 and PbD6

HP4: Allowing users to manage personal data

4.1 Does the system provide the terms and conditions for storing, sharing, and
managing the collected information? X HP4—PbD6 and PbD7

4.2 Do the users authorise the terms and conditions as default? X HP4—PbD6 and PbD7

4.3 Does the system allow the user to know the timeline of holding their
personal information? X HP4—PbD6 and PbD7

4.4 Does the system allow users to manage their personal information? X HP4—PbD6 and PbD7

4.5 Does the system ask for authorisation from the users if further use or
disclosure of personal information is needed outside the original purpose? X HP4—PbD6 and PbD7

HP5: Data collection minimisation

5.1 Does the system incorporate privacy measurements to ensure the privacy of
the collected information? X HP5—PbD3, PbD 4 and PbD5

5.2 Does the system ensure the minimisation of collected information before
storing it in the database? X HP5—PbD3, PbD 4 and PbD5

5.3 Can the user pseudonym themselves when managing their personal
information? X HP5—PbD3, PbD 4 and PbD5

5.4 Does the system remove unnecessary information once it is no longer
required? X HP5—PbD3, PbD 4 and PbD5

HP6: Data access and retrieval using encryption and masking

6.1 Does the system ask for the user’s authorisation to access and retrieve any
data? X HP6—PbD1, PbD2 and PbD3

6.2 Does the system remove unnecessary information once no longer required? X HP6—PbD1, PbD2 and PbD3

6.3 Does the system ensure the minimisation of collected information after
applying privacy measurements? X HP6—PbD1, PbD2 and PbD3
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Table 4. Privacy risk assessment and mitigation plan.

Risk
No.

Description of
the Identified

Risk
Impact Likelihood Risk Level Risk Mitigation Plan

Residual
Risk
Level

2.1

The system
collects

personal
information
that is not

compulsory to
the healthcare

system.

Medium Low Medium

The proposed system is for patients with
different healthcare service requirements.
The system collects personal information

that is compulsory for the patients;
however, the system has some

non-mandatory data fields for the
patients that ask the patients to provide

information when necessary for treatment
purposes. Therefore, some data collection

is not compulsory for patients with no
prior medical history.

Low

4.2

“Terms and
Conditions” are
authorised by

the user as
default.

High Low Medium

User acknowledgement is significant
when implementing privacy

measurements in the healthcare system.
The user must read and understand the
terms and conditions and must confirm
that in the system. Therefore, the user

must accept the terms and conditions to
verify their authorisation.

Low

5.3

When dealing
with data, users
will not be able

to be
anonymous or

use a
pseudonym

Medium Low Medium

As the proposed system is for patient
treatments, patients will not be able to

mark themselves anonymously. However,
healthcare providers will not disclose any
information without the patient’s consent.

Low

Risk identifier: If any answers reflect No in Table 3, this will be assessed in the ‘Privacy
Risk Mitigation’ in Table 4.

The Office of the Australian Information Commissioner directed potential risks to
conduct the impact analysis above. Because the privacy risk assessment generated a
low result in the risk mitigation plan, the suggested framework is highly feasible for
implementation.

3.2.3.2. Compatibility of the Proposed HPs with APPs

The Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) [17] govern how Australia’s personal in-
formation is collected and used [88]. Similarly, the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) [18] governs how the European Union manages personal information (EU). The
compatibility of the proposed healthcare principles and the Australian Privacy Principles
(APPs) is presented in Table 5.

3.2.3.3. Compatibility of the Proposed HPs and GDPR

The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [80] provides
guidelines for data protection to support enterprises while collecting, processing, and stor-
ing personal data [89,90]. GDPR aims to provide a uniform set of data protection legislation
for all EU members, with strict requirements, and allows EU citizens to understand how
their data are used and file objections if necessary [19]. Table 6 shows how the suggested
principles and GDPR are compatible.
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Table 5. Compatibility of the proposed HPs and APPs.

Australian Privacy Principles
(APPs) Purpose of APPs

Compatibility with the
Principles of the

Proposed Framework

APP1
Open and transparent

management of personal
information

This principle ensures that personal information is managed
openly and transparently with an advanced privacy policy. HP1, HP2

APP2 Anonymity and
pseudonymity

This principle supports data anonymisation and
pseudonymisation to protect the user’s personal data

disclosure.
HP6

APP3 Collection of solicited
personal information

This principle provides the management of personal data
with an advanced level of privacy measurements. HP2, HP6

APP4 Dealing with unsolicited
personal information

This principle controls unwanted personal information
collection. HP5

APP5
Notification of the

collection of personal
information

This principle supports notifying the user if the system
collects any personal data. HP3

APP6 Use or disclosure of
personal information

The use and disclosure of personal data conditions are
outlined in this principle. HP1, HP4

APP7 Direct marketing

This principle outlines that if any organisation is dealing
with a user’s personal information, mainly if using and
disclosing, they must seek permission from the specific

users.

HP3

APP8 Cross-border disclosure of
personal information

This principle supports personal data privacy guidelines
while disclosing them overseas. HP4

APP9

Adoption, use or
disclosure of

government-related
identifiers

This principle provides strategies while collecting, using,
and disclosing government-related identifiers. HP4

APP10 Quality of personal
information

This principle supports guidelines to maintain the quality of
collected personal information. This principle guarantees

that the collected data must be correct, up-to-date, and
relevant.

HP1, HP4

APP11 Security of personal
information

This principle ensures that the user’s personal information
is secured from loss, misuse and unauthorised access

without the user’s consent.
HP3, HP6

APP12 Access to personal
information

This principle supports appropriate requirements by
delivering access to the requests of the users to access the

personal information.
HP1

APP13 Correction of personal
information

This principle guarantees the correct processes to accurately
maintain the user’s personal information. HP1, HP4, HP5

The proposed healthcare principles comply with the Australian benchmark standard
Australian Privacy Principles (APPs). Moreover, the General Data Protection Regulation
(EU) (GDPR) is an internationally accepted, well-considered, and comprehensive privacy
law that recognises personal data’s global importance. GDPR is a European Union policy
with far-reaching consequences for all enterprises worldwide [91]. We employed APPs
and GDPR to assess compliance with our proposed framework because they are standards
for measuring when collecting, processing, and storing personal data. Based on the com-
patibility analysis findings, our proposed principles are fully compatible with the two
benchmark requirements, allowing us to ensure the highest level of privacy in patients’
healthcare information. The implementation phase is the third phase, and discusses the
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proposed Patient Record Management System dataflow in detail. The data decentralisation
tool blockchain and distributed file system IPFS are proposed in this phase.

Table 6. Compatibility of the proposed HPs and GDPR.

The General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) Purpose of GDPR Compatibility with

Proposed HPs

1 Lawfulness, fairness, and
transparency

This principle supports lawfulness, fairness, and
transparency in healthcare information. The organisation

should have a good reason while processing personal data
and ask for consent from the user. The collected data must
not be misused and the organisation must be transparent,
open, and honest with the data subject and the reason for

collecting the user’s data.

HP1, HP2, HP3

2 Purpose limitation

This principle sets limitations on using personal data for
specific purposes. The data processing boundaries must be

established with a notification to the users through a
privacy notice. The organisation must limit the data

processing to their stated purposes.

HP2, HP3

3 Data minimisation

The GDPR principle of data minimisation suggests avoiding
personal data gathering if it is unrelated to the purpose.

This principle guarantees that the organisation must collect
minor personal data to complete the objectives.

HP5

4 Accuracy

This principle suggests that the organisation should
accurately collect and store personal data. They are

responsible for setting up regular checks and balances to
modify and remove inappropriate and inadequate

information accurately. The organisation must have regular
basis audits to action removing unnecessary data that are

stored.

HP2, HP5

5 Storage limitation

Based on GDPR, the length of time each stored data item is
held in a system must be justified. This principle ensures
that the data not actively used will be anonymised after a
standard time period. This data retention stage helps to

meet the storage limitation policy.

HP5

6 Integrity and
Confidentiality

GDPR recommends that the organisation maintains the
integrity and confidentiality of the personal data collection

to keep it secure from internal and external threats. The
collected data should be protected with appropriate
planning and proactive diligence from unlawful or

unauthorised processing and accidental loss or damages.

HP3, HP4, HP6

7 Accountability

The organisation must have proper measures in place as a
level of accountability with proof of compliance with the

data processing principles. They must have records
available at any time that show their compliance with all the

rules if managerial authorities ask for this evidence.

HP6

3.3. Implementation Phase

The implementation phase is the third phase, and discusses the proposed Patient
Record Management System (PRMS) dataflow in detail. In this phase, the data decentrali-
sation tool blockchain and distributed file system IPFS are proposed. We identified the data
and attributes associated with Patients’ Electronic Health Records (EHR) and Healthcare
Identifiers (HI) that were significant while designing our PRMS workflow. The proposed
PRMS prototypes are presented in the results section. Usability and security testing was
conducted to measure the outcome and effectiveness of the proposed framework.
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3.3.1. Patients’ Electronic Health Records (EHR)

Healthcare services depend on the Electronic Health Records (EHR), which assists
healthcare professionals and organisations in managing appropriate treatments and ser-
vices. In Australia, the EHR is mainly stored in a digital system called My Health
Record [92]. Personal identification, medical and financial data, and demographic data are
all collected as part of a patient’s EHR, as presented in Table 7 [93,94]. The healthcare or-
ganisation collects patients’ personal information to maintain their service registry. During
the patient’s diagnosis, additional medical information can be added to the EHR by the
healthcare providers while the treatment is in operation [95,96].

Table 7. Patients’ Electronic Health Records (EHR) [92].

Data Related Attributes

Personal details
Title, First name, Last name, Date of birth, Gender, Marital status,

Healthcare insurance, Occupation, Home address, Street and
suburb, State, Phone number, Mobile number, Email

Next of kin details Name, Phone number, Mobile number, Relationship to you

Emergency contacts Name, Phone number, Mobile number, Relationship to you

Cultural background
information

Cultural background, Country of birth, Is English your first
language? Do you require an interpreter? Please specify the

language

Allergies and medical
information

Allergies and intolerance to medications, Describe your reaction,
Regular medication and doses

3.3.2. Healthcare Identifiers

A general scheme for assigning unique identifiers to individuals, healthcare providers,
and healthcare provider organisations is implemented based on the Healthcare Identifiers
Act 2010 (HI Act) [97]. The Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) [98]
regulated the privacy aspects of the Healthcare Identifiers Act 2010 (HI Act) [97] and Health-
care Identifiers Regulations 2010 (HI Regulations) [99]. The Healthcare Identifier Service
(HI Service) allows healthcare providers to access unique patient healthcare identifiers to
match the correct records and maintain accuracy while sharing healthcare information with
other healthcare providers. There are three types of Healthcare Identifiers, as follows [98]:

â Individual Healthcare Identifiers (IHI): IHI is for individuals receiving healthcare
services, e.g., patients. IHI supports healthcare providers to communicate accurately
and identify and access patients’ healthcare records [98];

â Healthcare Provider Identifier—Individual (HPI-I): HPI-I is for individual healthcare
providers, e.g., Doctors/GPs, specialists, allied health professionals, nurses, dentists,
and pharmacists [97,99];

â Healthcare Provider Identifier—Organisation (HPI-O): HPI-O represents organisa-
tions providing healthcare services, such as hospitals, clinics, general practices and
pathology [97,99].

3.3.3. Proposed Patient Record Management System Workflow

Our proposed healthcare principles (HPs), privacy design patterns, private IPFS and
permissioned blockchain network were executed into the proposed framework to ensure
privacy while processing patient information. This research mainly selected PRMS to
implement the proposed mechanisms. In Figure 5, the workflow represents the entire
process from the users’, the data owners’, and the requesters’ points of view.
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The privacy by design system workflow shown in Figure 5 involves three types of
users: Data Owners (DOs), Data Requesters (DRs), and Data Distributors (DDs). Dos are the
consumers of healthcare services and manage healthcare information. Information stored in
PRMS is primarily owned and administered by the DO. In the proposed system workflow,
patients are the DO and participate in an active role in managing their personal information
by confirming and acknowledging the data uses’ policies, terms, and conditions. In
contrast, DRs are the individual healthcare providers, such as doctors/GPs, specialists,
nurses, dentists, pharmacists, pathologists, etc. In this research, the doctor is selected as
the DR who sends requests to the DD to access the patient’s healthcare records. DDs are
the healthcare provider organisations, such as hospitals, medical practices, pathology, etc.
When DRs want to access medical documents such as medical images and test reports, DDs
ask for the DOs’ approval to retrieve the requested data from the DRs. The workflow of the
proposed PRMS integrating the Healthcare Principles (HPs) is described as follows:

3.3.3.1. Patient (Data Owner) If Not Registered

Step 1: A new patient connects to the web browser for the healthcare provider to access
the EHR. The healthcare provider’s application is designed using the ASP.NET framework.

Step 2: If patients connect with a new healthcare organisation instead of their regular
healthcare service providers, they must register with the system first.

Step 3: The patient (DO) starts registering as a new user with the patient interface by
accepting that they read the brief description of the data use policy. This step is established
based on HP1, which provides clear privacy and data sharing notices to the patients. To
start the registration process, the patient needs to read and understand the data uses policy
and accept it. The following registration sections will only be available when the patient
provides their approval.

Step 4: Once the patient approves, the rest of the section will be activated for them to
fill in their details. The patient needs to fill in all mandatory fields marked with ‘*’ in the
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registration form. The registration sections are “Personal Details”, “Next of Kin Informa-
tion”, “Emergency Contact Details”, “Cultural Background Details”, and “Allergies and
Medicines Details”. HP2 is applied to particular data fields that collect sensitive personal
data and will display a ‘just in time notices’ tooltip or hint while collecting the informa-
tion. The tooltip message is “The collection is necessary for research or statistical activities
relevant to public health or public safety, or the management, funding or monitoring of a
health service.”

Step 5: The DO needs to approve the following section, ‘User Consent’. HP3 is
applied to this section, while accumulating actual users’ consent to manage their personal
information and maintaining a healthcare reminder system.

Step 6: A ‘one-time password (OTP)’ will be sent to the DO for approval. If the patient
cannot accept the OTP due to a medical condition, the ‘next of kin’ registered by the patient
can also approve the consent.

Step 7: The DO must approve the OTP request to provide confirmation.
Step 8: The following section is User Acknowledgement. HP4 confirms that an entire

‘Terms and Conditions’ document is available that allows the patient to manage their
personal data in a secure manner. To complete the registration process, the DO needs to
accept the ‘Terms and Conditions’.

Step 9: After completing all the necessary sections in the registration, a unique patient
ID is generated in the system termed “Individual Healthcare Identifier (IHI)”.

Step 10: All the entered data in the application interface will be in the browser’s cache
memory. The cache memory that holds the data is temporary. The HP5 measures are
applied to the data available in the cache memory, and the data are unlocked to go to the
database.

Step 11: Once the patient data are unlocked in the cache memory, HP6 measures are
applied. Dynamic Data Masking (DDM) is applied to each collected data field based on the
data types before storing them in the database. Moreover, Transparent Database Encryption
(TDE) is used to secure the whole database by creating privileges and certificates for the
employees accessing the database. After the application of DDM and TDE, the collected
data are stored in the database and the cache memory is removed.

3.3.3.2. Patient (Data Owner) If Registered

Step 12: If the DO (Patient) is already registered with the application, they can log in
using their credentials.

Step 13: DO (Patient) logs in using their registered email and password.
Step 14: A “One-time password (OTP)” will be sent to confirm the user.
Step 15: TheDO needs to approve the OTP to confirm their consent.
Step 16: Once the DO approves the OTP, the system will retrieve the patient data using

the Patient’s IHI.

3.3.3.3. Doctor (Data Requester) If Not Registered

Step 17: The DR connects to the web browser to access the EHR using the ASP.NET
framework.

Step 18: If the DR is connecting with the healthcare provider interface for the first time,
DR needs to register with the system first.

Step 19: The DR starts registering as a new user by accepting that they read the brief
description of the data uses policy. This step is established based on HP1, which provides
clear privacy and data sharing notices. DR must approve that they read and understand
the privacy policy to start the registration process.

Step 20: DR need to fill out all mandatory fields marked with ‘*’ in the registration
section “Personal Details”. HP2 is applied to particular data fields that collect sensitive
personal data and will display a ‘just in time notices’ tooltip or hint while collecting the
information.
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Step 21: The DR needs to approve the following section, ‘User Consent’. HP3 is
applied to this section, while accumulating actual users’ consent to manage their personal
information and maintaining a healthcare reminder system.

Step 22: A ‘one-time password (OTP)’ will be sent to the DR for approval.
Step 23: The DR must approve the OTP request to provide confirmation.
Step 24: HP4 is applied to the next section, ‘User Acknowledgement’. ‘Terms and

Conditions’ are available that allow the DR to manage personal data in a secure manner.
The DR needs to accept the ‘Terms and Conditions’ to complete the registration process.

Step 25: After completing all the necessary sections in the registration, a unique ID is
generated in the system named “Healthcare Provider Identifier- Individual (HPI-I)” All the
entered data in the application interface will be in the browser’s cache memory. The HP5
measures are applied to the data available in the cache memory. The cache memory that
holds the data is temporary.

After collecting the data in the cache memory, HP6 measures are applied. Dynamic
Data Masking (DDM) is applied to each collected data field based on the data types before
storing them in the database. Moreover, Transparent Database Encryption (TDE) is used
to secure the whole database by creating privileges and certificates for the employees
accessing the database. After the application of DDM and TDE, the collected data are stored
in the database and the cache memory will be removed.

3.3.3.4. Doctor (Data Requester) If Registered

Step 26: If the DR is already registered with the application, they can log in using their
credentials.

Step 27: DR logs in using the registered email and password.
Step 28: After login, DR will be able to search for a patient using the Patient ID ‘IHI’ to

access the EHR.
Step 29: If the patient is not registered with this healthcare provider, the DR will need

to send the request to the DD (HPI-O) for accessing the EHR.
Step 30: The DD will send an OTP to the patient associated with the IHI to confirm

their authorisation to access their EHR. This OTP will be sent once the new DD needs
access for the first time.

Step 31: The patient must approve the OTP request to provide confirmation.
Step 32: The patient’s EHR will be retrieved using blockchain, IPFS and access control.
Step 33: The DR can view patients’ EHR based on their credentials assigned in the

SQL Server. If the DR has the credential to edit or update the EHR, the updated data will
be in the cache memory as per HP5. After collecting the user’s data in the cache memory,
HP6 procedures of DDM and TDE are applied for the updated EHR.

The EHR is distributed between different healthcare provider organisations while
requesting and retrieving the patient’s healthcare records. EHR distribution uses IPFS for
distributed file sharing and blockchain networks for data decentralisation. The proposed
privacy by design system is simplified and presented in a sequence diagram in Figure 6.

3.3.4. Incorporation of Data Decentralisation and a Distributed File System

This research aims to design and develop a privacy by design framework to guarantee
maximum privacy for patients’ personal data. Data decentralisation and the distributed file
system are incorporated to share and ensure the secure transaction of medical data between
different healthcare provider organisations. In addition, combining these features will
provide more scalability to our proposed privacy by design framework. Most healthcare
providers rely heavily on cloud-assisted, centralised data centres for storing and distribut-
ing patients’ medical images and test reports [100]. In recent years, many researchers
have developed frameworks using blockchain and distributed file system networks to
demonstrate the efficient exchange of medical records between various providers [101].
We have used the Ethereum blockchain and Inter-Planetary File System (IPFS) to create a
private IPFS network and two permissioned blockchain networks to share files and record
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event logs between various users of the network [72,102]. We have implemented and tested
the networks in a Linux (Ubuntu) environment by following the steps provided in the
official documentation for Ethereum and IPFS. Integrating this with the policies and the
framework discussed above enables the patients to own their data and allows healthcare
providers to share medical records transparently with patient consent.
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Figure 7 presents an architectural design of the proposed blockchain and IPFS where
HTTP API mainly communicates between the systems. Individual healthcare providers
such as a data requester (DR) sends a request to the healthcare provider organisation
hospital 1 (HPI-O(1)) to locate the EHR based on the patient’s IHI. The healthcare provider
will need to request the hash addresses of the patient’s medical files. HTTP API gateways
are created for all nodes, and the HPI-O nodes are connected to the API gateway of the
admin node (node 1). The healthcare provider’s admin node API requests medical record
hash addresses. This will send a request to all other healthcare provider organisations, such
as HPI-O (2) and HPI-O (3), to retrieve the hash addresses for the IHI. The nodes will send
the hash addresses (if they exist) to the API gateway of the admin node. After receiving the
hash addresses related to the IHI, the admin node will download the medical files.

The following sections will explain the individual aspects of blockchain and distributed
file system technologies used in this research to demonstrate the point [102].

3.3.4.1. Consensus

The healthcare provider nodes that are participating in the network should accept the
below consensus rules:

â The patients requesting services from the health care providers should have a ‘com-
mon unique patient ID (IHI)’. This allows for the easy retrieval of the EHR that are
stored across various healthcare provider nodes;

â Each healthcare provider will maintain an IPFS node with a unique Node_ID (or
HPI-O). These addresses are used to identify the location of the original data;

â The healthcare provider nodes cannot store the IPFS hash addresses on the blockchain
network. They are stored locally in their ‘information tables’. The hash addresses are
shared based on requests between various IPFS nodes (HPI-O nodes);
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â The healthcare provider nodes cannot access the blockchain data of other nodes [53];
â Blockchain networks are only used to listen to events in the IPFS network between

various nodes and store them on the blockchain ledger, providing improved auditing
and transparency [53].
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3.3.4.2. Private IPFS Network

Private IPFS only allows those nodes that have shared swarm keys. Nodes outside
the network cannot communicate with the private network. Before creating the private
network between the nodes (healthcare provider organisations), virtual private network
(VPN) tunnels should be created in the healthcare settings of various participating nodes.
This would allow for secure traffic flow between the IPFS nodes at multiple locations using
different internet service providers (ISP). Each node participating in the network should
consist of VPN servers that are connected to the VPN server of the admin node [71]. Each
healthcare provider organisation (HPI-O) is represented by a node (computer).

These nodes are installed with IPFS-related libraries to initialise IPFS in the node and
create a private IPFS network [103]. IPFS nodes in a private network can only communicate
with other nodes who share their secret key/swarm key [104]. In the proposed framework,
the IPFS node of each healthcare provider are connected to the root/admin IPFS node using
shared secret keys, as seen in Figure 8.
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The IPFS nodes of the healthcare provider (HPI-O) nodes 2, 3, and 4 are not directly
connected. Nodes cannot interact or access medical records without the root node (node
1). This root node can supervise the entire network by validating transactions across
healthcare provider IPFS nodes. Any unstable healthcare provider node would prohibit
working nodes from accessing its data. To address this issue, we should make duplicates
of the original node and use them when a single point of failure happens. As a secondary
measure, we can create new nodes to replace outdated or unstable nodes by using the
original medical data stored in local SQL databases. The following steps are used to explain
the construction and workflow of the proposed private IPFS network:

â Installing IPFS-related libraries on every node;
â Initialising IPFS on every node will create a local IPFS repository in them. The init

function generates:

# A 2048-bit RSA key pair allows the IPFS node to sign the content created on
that node cryptographically;

# A peer ID for the node. Each IPFS node is identified by a unique ID (HPI-O).
These HPI-Os are used to create a private network between the nodes.

â Using the ‘ipfs-swarm-key-gen’ package, a swarm key is generated only in the root
node (node 1). SSH or manual transfer is used to copy the admin node’s swarm key
file into every node participating in the private network that agreed to a consensus.
This allows the nodes in the network to communicate with only those nodes that
share the same ‘secret key’;

â Removing default addresses from the IPFS bootstrap list of each node. The IPFS
daemons use the addresses added to the bootstrap list to establish a connection with
the addresses (nodes). Only the address of the admin node (node 1) is added to the
bootstrap list of all the nodes (nodes 2, 3, 4). This results in:

# Only the admin node having direct access to each IPFS node in the private
network;

# The healthcare providers only accessing each other’s medical records through
the admin node.
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The following instructions are used to add the root node address to the bootstrap list
of all the IPFS nodes (Appendix A.2):

# root node (IPFS Node 1) address
/ip4/<root node IP>/tcp/<port address>/ipfs/<Peer ID of root node>
Peer ID is the address of an HPI-O node generated after initialising IPFS on the node,

and tcp is the network protocol. Here, specific port addresses can be used to establish a
connection. This address is added to the bootstrap list using the below command on every
healthcare provider node (nodes 2, 3, 4).

# bootstrap add root node address onto node 2, 3, 4,
ipfs bootstrap add/ip4/<root node IP>/tcp/<port address>/ipfs/<Peer ID of root node>
Executing the above command on nodes 2, 3, and 4 connects them to each other and

the root node. This can be checked by listing each node’s swarmed peers/connections.
The upload process involved the private IPFS network of the proposed framework.

The following steps are used to explain in detail the upload process:

â Based on the consensus agreed upon by the healthcare provider organisations partici-
pating in the private network, the patients visiting these healthcare settings should
have a unique Individual Healthcare Identifier (IHI). This IHI links a patient’s medical
records at various healthcare settings of the participating nodes;

â If the patient is new among all the participating healthcare provider nodes, then a
new IHI is assigned. All the nodes will use these IHIs to identify the patients and
their medical records;

â The patient’s medical records created by the healthcare providers are stored in their
respective local storage devices. These local devices consist of information tables
that contain all the related information. The healthcare providers will use their local
storage to access their data internally. Here, IPFS is used to provide secure external
access;

â Before uploading the medical records to the IPFS node, they are encrypted using the
AES-256-bit encryption algorithm. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) uses
symmetric key encryption, which involves ‘one secret key’ to encrypt and decrypt the
data;

â The medical records are encrypted with the patient’s password before uploading to
the IPFS, because if someone has the hash address, they can retrieve the file anytime.
The medical records are encrypted with the patient’s password to tackle this drawback.
The medical records can be opened or viewed with consent from the patients or the
‘Next to Kin’ for new healthcare organisation. Here, we can use ‘one-time password’
(OTP) features to provide additional patient security;

â After uploading the encrypted medical record onto the IPFS, it is pinned to the
respective node. Similarly, the medical records belonging to the health care providers
are uploaded and pinned to their individual nodes. It is important to pin the data to
the nodes because IPFS nodes treat the uploaded data as a cache, which means there
is no guarantee that the uploaded data will stay in the network forever;

â IPFS uses a method called garbage collection to remove data from the nodes if the
nodes’ disk space is full. If the data are not pinned to the nodes, they might be
removed in the future. The IPFS nodes should pin their respective medical records to
tackle the problem. They should be pinned if you want the data to be available in the
network for the long term;

â Uploading the files to the IPFS nodes generates a hash address, as presented in Table 8.
This hash address is generated based on the content in the document;

â The generated hash addresses are returned to the local PC and added to the infor-
mation table to link the IHIs and medical records with the respective generated hash
addresses;

â Finally, the root/admin node (node 1) will pin all the medical records uploaded by
various nodes to their nodes. However, if a node hosting some documents goes down,
it will be difficult to access the medical records present in that node. To tackle this
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drawback, the medical records from all the nodes (nodes 2, 3, and 4) are pinned to the
root node.

Table 8. Hash values of the uploaded files.

HPI-O IHI_ID HPI-I_ID Filename Hash Values of the Uploaded Files

HPI-O (1) 120826
05032503-F759-

451B-C733-
08DAD850FEE4

Chest X-ray QmcSrvMHKwfZ6rFwmvyJs2
HvHZNZ7Ro2kssfK1JQqXHtjt

HPI-O (2) 120826
05032503-F759-

451B-C733-
08DAD850FEE4

Blood-Test QmZsFrynfw5VC956TbeGhrJb
oizTHnhiB1hjKRRNZBmUuQ

HPI-O (3) 120826
05032503-F759-

451B-C733-
08DAD850FEE4

MRI-Report QmTx6se8NVRsnabePDM9bSW
PJSSFGuJTYBErebdRktFgBa

HPI-O (4) 122713
F1B848DB-5E53-

4BE8-B7A9-
08DAE4DC568D

Blood-Test QmTXbGRE3BaLvHdS8r2kivPg
JFhbZsWNfCx1Fv5Hbnthy4

HPI-O (5) 122713
F1B848DB-5E53-

4BE8-B7A9-
08DAE4DC568D

Blood-Test QmTSb1WAD66JqANT5Cj
94bzs6Y7cPVB4ayEMJhAU6PDa9Z

HPI-O (6) 122713
F1B848DB-5E53-

4BE8-B7A9-
08DAE4DC568D

Chest X-ray Qm7MGsyejsowsjSjdhriekj
WPJSSFGuJTYBErebdRktgtS5

3.3.4.3. File Request and Response

Each healthcare provider’s HTTP API Gateways connect their interface and IPFS node.
These connections send patient information requests to the entire IPFS network, receive a
list of medical records and addresses (HPI-O/Node) associated with a patient (IHI), and
view them through the interface. The following steps are used to explain in detail the
process involved in requesting and receiving a list of medical records for a patient and their
associated node addresses (HPI-O):

â Patients who request service from a healthcare provider will generate the IHI. This
IHI will be used to request the list of medical records that are present across various
nodes;

â Running a daemon on an IPFS node exposes an HTTP API, which can be used to
control the node. HTTP API gateways are created for all the nodes. The API gateways
of all the healthcare provider nodes are connected to the API gateway of the admin
node;

â The healthcare provider nodes will use the API connection to request the medical
records related to an IHI at various nodes. Figure 9 showcases the addresses that can
be connected between the interface and the IPFS nodes;

â The admin node API will use its connections with the APIs of other healthcare provider
nodes to request patient information across the network. This information will be
sent to the requester node in the form of a list consisting of filenames and data owner
addresses (HPI-O);

â Using the HPI-O addresses present in the list, the healthcare providers can use the
blockchain network to send request and response transactions for hash addresses of
the medical records in the network;

â After receiving the hash addresses related to a patient (IHI), the IPFS node will down-
load the medical records and transmit them to the interface using its API gateways.
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3.3.4.4. Permissioned Blockchain Networks

The proposed framework consists of two permissioned blockchain networks connected
to every node. The process of listening to and storing all the events (upload, request,
response, and access) that happen in the IPFS network in a single blockchain network will
not be effective. It can affect the auditing process. The admin node (node 1) controls who
and what type of data a node can access in the blockchain networks. Blockchain networks
also consist of ‘smart contracts’ that can be used to automate various activities based on
predetermined conditions [105]. Using these contracts, the hospitals or clinics can share the
data transparently, securely, and efficiently while ensuring patient information privacy. The
IPFS and blockchain network entities can manage workflows without any intermediary’s
involvement or time loss. Transactions among the entities are stored on the blockchain to
provide transparency and automation [106,107]. The following steps are used to explain
the process involved in our permissioned blockchain network that handles requests. The
same steps can also apply for the response blockchain network:

â Every healthcare provider node in the ETH network has a smart contract at their
address, which comprises data and functions that can be executed upon receiving
a transaction. The state variables (or persistent data) are stored permanently on the
blockchain network. Mentioning the data type, as shown in Appendix A.3, allows the
contract to keep track of storage on the blockchain;

â Using the emit function, the smart contract can emit events related to request/response
transactions. These events are referred to as logs. These logs are written into the
blockchain. The structure of the logs for the request network are designed to only
store data such as the timestamp, IHI of the patient, and from and to addresses of
HPI-O nodes;

â The logs are designed in such a way that their storage in the blockchain should cost
less than contract storage. Each healthcare provider node’s event logs are stored
locally and on the blockchain. This allows for a more outstanding audit of the upload
events;

â Similarly, the nodes in permissioned Blockchain Network 2 have their own smart
contracts that can store events related to responses from various healthcare provider
nodes (HPI-O);

â The log file consists of information such as ‘HPI-O of the requester node’, ‘IHI’, ‘Hash
addresses of the requested files’, and ‘Timestamp’. The generated log files are stored
in the response blockchain network;

â Rather than listening to and storing the events directly on the blockchain through
the smart contract, the logs are emitted from the contract and then stored on the
blockchain. The admin node will use these logs to perform audits on the data. All the
log files can be addressed with the respective contracts of each node. This allows for
the easy retrieval of wanted information from the blockchain;

â All the network transactions are cryptographically signed instructions that can be
sent between various accounts (HPI-Os) in the Ethereum network. Any statement
in the network can initiate a transaction to update the state of the network. These
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transactions are broadcasted to the whole network so that a validator can execute
the transactions and propagate the changes to the network. A transaction from an
account on the ETH network includes the following information.

Ethereum has two account types: externally owned accounts (EOA), and contract
accounts that provide the ability to receive, hold, and send transactions and interact
with the deployed smart contracts. However, with EOAs, the transactions between these
accounts can only be ETH/token transfers and they do not allow accounts to trigger codes
that can execute different actions, such as creating a new contract. In our research, to
request and receive (transactions) the hash addresses of the files stored at various HPI-O
nodes, we connected two blockchain networks/nodes (request and response) to the IPFS
network/nodes. This was done so that all the transactions between various accounts could
be validated based on an assigned key and stored on a distributed ledger which could be
audited using the from and to HPI-O addresses of the requesting/responding node, as
shown in Appendix A.4.

As the world is moving towards the new information age, technologies such as IPFS
and blockchain play a crucial role. These technologies allow for secure and transparent
open-data initiatives for data sharing among various entities. Sharing critical medical
records of patients among different healthcare providers can provide better patient care on
time and save costs. Moreover, blockchain’s immutability clashes with GDPR’s “rights to
erasure”. Blockchain is designed to be immutable, a decentralised and distributed ledger
where personal data cannot be deleted or modified, which goes against the GDPR’s right
to erasure [20]. This research has proposed a framework with a private IPFS and two
permissioned blockchain networks. The private IPFS allows the secure storing of medical
records of various health care providers (IPFS nodes) on the network. In addition, the
two permissioned blockchain networks are used to store events related to file requests and
responses. Blockchain technology was carefully considered to balance the immutability
with GDPR’s right to control personal data. The proposed framework will allow the
healthcare provider organisations (HPI-Os) and the patients (IHIs) to own their medical
records while sharing them with various healthcare provider nodes that have accepted
the consensus rule and participating in the networks. The prototypes of the proposed
frameworks are presented in the following results section.

4. Results

This section outlines the results of the developed framework ‘PbDinEHR’. The screen-
shot of the functional prototype is presented in the following section.

4.1. Functional Prototype of the Proposed PRMS

The proposed framework was implemented using technologies and protocols that
align with the requirements, such as ASP.NET, Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio 18,
Visual Studio 2019, Ethereum blockchain and Inter-Planetary File System (IPFS). ASP.NET
was used as it is a user-friendly and secure framework suitable for healthcare applications.
ASP.NET provides tools and libraries to simplify the process of building our application. In
addition, ASP.NET supports web forms to simplify dynamic web pages with server-side
controls, MVC for design patterns, Web API to build HTTP services that help access from
web browsers and mobile devices, SignalR for a real-time communication library and
Entity framework, which is a robust Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) tool that simplifies
the process for working with the databases. ASP.Net is a reliable framework that offers
security, scalability, and good performance for building our proposed PRMS application.
Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio 18 (SSMS 18) manages and administers SQL
Server databases, including creating, modifying, and deleting databases and tables, and
managing users and permissions [85]. Visual Studio 2019 is an integrated development
environment (IDE) for creating applications using ASP.NET. This tool provides built-in
support for creating ASP.NET applications with a range of templates and tools to create and
deploy the application. The InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is a protocol and network
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designed to create a permanent and decentralized method for storing and sharing files.
Ethereum blockchain is a decentralized and distributed ledger that executes smart contract
and records transactions for our proposed PRMS. The InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is
a protocol and network designed to create a private IPFS network and two permissioned
blockchain networks for storing and sharing files [101,108]. Examples of the patient and
doctor’s portal prototype and their associated unmasked and masked data are presented in
the below section.

4.1.1. Patient Registration Prototype (Personal Details)

The proposed components are implemented using the application framework ASP.NET
and MySQL server. For example, Section A: Personal Details from the patient registration
form is presented in Figure 10 with a few of the associated unmasked data in windows
authentication, as shown in Figure 11, and masked data in SQL Server authentication, as
shown in Figure 12. The creation of the Patient ID (IHI_ID) once the patient is registered is
presented in Figure 13.
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are not original and were generated for testing the application.
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4.1.2. Patient Registration Prototype (Allergies and Medicines Details)

Section C: Allergies and Medicines Details from the patient registration was imple-
mented in ASP.NET, presented in Figure 14, with a few of the associated unmasked data in
windows authentication shown in Figures 15 and 16 and masked data in the SQL Server
authentication presented in Figures 17 and 18:
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4.1.3. Doctor Registration Prototype (Personal Details)

The Healthcare Provider Identifier—Individual (Doctor) portal was designed using
the application framework ASP.NET and SQL server. For example, Personal Details from
the doctor registration are presented in Figure 19, with their associated unmasked data in
windows authentication in Figure 20 and masked data in the SQL Server authentication in
Figure 21.
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4.1.4. Doctor’s Profile Prototype (Patient’s Records)

The doctor sends the request, and the patient’s EHR retrieves using the Patient ID
(IHI_ID), as presented in Figure 22. Additionally, the associated unmasked data in windows
authentication are retrieved in Figure 23 and masked data in the SQL Server authentication
can be retrieved based on the IHI, as presented in Figure 24.
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4.1.5. Doctor’s Profile Prototype (Adding Records to Patient’s Profile)

The process for uploading medical files to the patient’s records is shown in Figure 25.
Data uploaded to the patients’ records are presented in Figure 26. The SQL Server Tables
for the uploaded file and file path are shown in Figure 27. Based on the patient ID (IHI),
the files are uploaded to the patient’s records.
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The prototypes showed that the proposed privacy by design components are imple-
mented in the applications for the patients’ and the doctors’ healthcare record management.
While collecting personal and sensitive information, the proposed healthcare principles are
applied correspondingly. The collected data are stored in the SQL Table with appropriate
masking functions based on their data types. However, the users who have the authenti-
cation can access and view the data in unmasked condition. The proposed mechanisms
were implemented and presented in the prototypes to confirm all probable consequences
to establish the solution. Usability and security testing was conducted to measure the
outcome and effectiveness of the proposed framework in the following section.

5. Testing

This section provides the usability and security testing for developing the proposed
‘PbDinEHR’ prototype.

5.1. Usability Testing

We established and validated the user performance and address potential design
concerns to improve the efficiency and end-user satisfaction for the proposed ‘PbDinEHR’.
We used two tools to carry out the usability testing [106,107]: First Click Testing [109] and
Five Seconds Tests [110].

5.1.1. First Click Testing

In First Click Testing, 15 participants explored what they clicked on first on the patient
registration interface to read the “Brief description of the data uses in the policy”. We used
the PRMS patient registration prototype to carry out this test. This testing allows us to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed prototype to find out the user’s response to the
navigation and how the users complete their intended tasks [109,110].

â First Click Testing Results

The heatmap shows the results: “Where would you click to read the brief description
of the data uses policy?” As we can see, the majority of the users clicked the link on the top
left of the patient registration interface to read the data uses policy, as shown in Figure 28.
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a. Linear Scale Question

In Figure 29, the linear scale question shows that 73% of users rated excellent for the
question, “How would you rate this website in terms of clarity of use?”
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b. Single Choice Question

Fifteen participants answered the single choice question “What do you think the
website is for”; 80% of participants answered “for patients to do registration”, 13% of partic-
ipants answered “for doctors to add a description to patient’s profile” and 7% participants
selected “other”, as presented in Figure 30.
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5.1.2. Five Seconds Test

In this method, five seconds were given to 15 participants to view the interface to
measure the impression given and the information take away for the users. The participants
were given a primer on the format and prompted to pay close attention to the design. This
testing determines whether the first impressions of the interface are on point [110].
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â Five Seconds Test Results

The participants were shown a screenshot of the patient registration interface
(Figure 31) for five seconds. The participants were asked to answer short and linear
scale questions.
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a. Word Cloud—Short Text Question

The results for the short text question “What is this website for” are shown in terms of
a word cloud in Figure 32.
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b. Linear Scale Question

In Figure 33, the linear scale question shows that 75% of users rated excellent for the
question, “How would you rate this website in terms of design?”
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5.2. Security Testing

Security testing was conducted using Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP) tool, an open source
web application security scanner that identifies the security vulnerabilities of the pro-
posed PRMS prototype and provides possible solutions based on the identified alerts
categories [111].

â Sites

Our PRMS prototype runs on localhost, and the following sites were included for
testing: https://localhost:44355 (accessed on 12 February 2023).

The security alerts of our PRMS prototype were identified using the ZAP tool and
listed in Figure 34, which shows three medium, five low and five informational alerts;
however, no high priority alerts were involved.
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â Risk Levels

High, Medium, Low, Informational

â Confidence Levels

User Confirmed, High, Medium, Low
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Figure 35 shows the number of alerts for each level of risk and confidence included
in the report. The percentages in brackets represent the count as a percentage of the total
number of alerts included in the report, rounded to one decimal place. Indeed, the user
confirmed that there were no high priority alerts involved. The overall significances of our
research findings are presented in the following section.
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6. Discussion

In paper [21], we conducted a systematic literature review to extensively evaluate
privacy by design key contexts to identify the limitations of existing frameworks. Based
on the limitations specified in the review paper, we extended the research and proposed a
conceptual framework in paper [22] that ensures privacy in the patient record management
system. The relevant research studies primarily explored and examined privacy by design
studies to identify the vital mechanisms critical to designing a comprehensive privacy-
preserving solution (see Section 2).

This research proposes a holistic framework that incorporates the consequences of
prior study and extension with modern and globally verified fundamental mechanisms
that ensure maximum privacy in every layer of data processing. ‘PbDinEHR’ is not a
single component, but a collaboration of data privacy components that are internationally
recognised (see Section 3). Individual data privacy components are distinctly assessed
to incorporate into the proposed framework to establish a scalable and secure system for
patients’ personal and sensitive information management. Healthcare principles (HPs)
are developed by analysing the existing privacy by design principles. The compliance
between the proposed HPs is assessed with the necessary aspects to verify the reliability
of the principles in healthcare systems. Dynamic Data Masking (DDM) helps to establish
parameters for the data types based on sensitivity to limit sensitive data exposure. In
addition, Transparent Database Encryption (TDE) sets up access control and permissions
with valid credentials to prevent unauthorized access towards healthcare records. Moreover,
Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) establishes the valuation whereby all the nominated
healthcare principles are assessed to check if they comply with the standards or not. To
do so, compatibilities of the proposed HPs are established with internationally verified
standards, APPs and GDPR.
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In this paper, we collaborated on all these core components to design the proposed
framework. Based on the research outcome, a healthcare application is developed using
ASP.NET and SQL Server, which guarantees maximum privacy preservation in accessing
and retrieving patients’ healthcare records (see Section 4). In addition, to enhance the scala-
bility of the proposed framework, IPFS and blockchain are used for sharing medical files
and recording the transactions where patients, doctors, hospitals, and other providers share
patient-centric data securely and transparently in a distributed environment. We conducted
usability and security testing to ensure its effectiveness and security (See Section 5). Our
research identified the gaps, designed the framework, validated framework components
with standards, and developed prototypes. The proposed framework ‘PbDinEHR’ pro-
vides privacy measurements that can be embedded to ensure data preservation from the
beginning of healthcare data management.

7. Conclusions and Future Works

As the world is moving towards the new information age, governing data breaches and
ensuring information privacy play a crucial role. Traditional patient electronic health record
(EHR) systems are complex, expensive, centralized, and often insecurely store and share
patients’ healthcare data. Furthermore, research into data privacy by design for healthcare
records is relatively behind as the confidentiality of patients’ EHR is not prioritized in many
systems. As new technology matures, researchers better comprehend the intricacies of data
privacy and security technologies to design EHR systems in innovative ways. Our research
designed and implemented a comprehensive privacy by design solution for healthcare
systems with an accumulation of internationally verified components: privacy by design
fundamental principles, privacy design strategies, standards, privacy impact assessment,
data decentralisation, and distributed file system technologies. The proposed framework
was designed with systematic activity through three distinct phases of system design,
including planning, assessment, and implementation. The purpose of this framework was
to integrate essential data privacy by design mechanisms into one place while collecting,
managing and storing personal information; therefore, the healthcare system can ensure
the maximum privacy of the patient’s personal data. In the last few years, blockchain
has offered advancements to prototype, simulate and launch custom blockchain network
implementations that are easy to apply to medical records while sharing information in a
distributed environment. The permissioned blockchain networks are used to hold actions
related to file requests and response processes. Aside from blockchain, IPFS has also gained
popularity in the expedition of EHR enhancement. To securely store the medical files of
different healthcare organisations, IPFS provides decentralised and distributed file storage.
IPFS supports against malicious fighting attacks by ensuring no single point of failure for
storing valuable medical data.

In conclusion, privacy by design can be applied to a variety of domains and industries
to ensure that privacy is considered in the design process from the initiation of any system,
rather than treating privacy an afterthought. Organisations can protect the privacy of
their users and can build trust with their users by applying privacy by design mecha-
nisms. Privacy by design frameworks can be utilized in a variety of domains—software
development, financial services, government, education, marketing, etc.—while dealing
with personal and sensitive user data. In our proposed framework, we applied privacy
by design principles, privacy design strategies, and a privacy impact assessment in each
layer of healthcare data processing. The main benefit associated with our work is that this
research has generalizability for other data sharing domains. However, this may fall short
of requirements from other domains. This is one of the limitations of our framework. On
the other hand, the immutability of blockchain technology and the GDPR’s right to erasure
can appear to conflict with each other. In this research, our framework is compatible with
GDPR and blockchain is applied for sharing medical files and recording the transactions to
ensure scalability; thus, all the personal and sensitive data records are not designed to be
decentralised. Therefore, in our proposed framework, blockchain technology was carefully
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considered to balance the immutability of the blockchain with the GDPR’s right to erasure,
which is a benefit to this research.

In our future endeavours, firstly, we will extend our work to other data sharing
domains that manage sensitive user data and regulatory frameworks. Secondly, we will
conduct more research on the immutability of blockchain technology and the data privacy
standard’s right to erasure in the case of any conflict with each other. Thirdly, we will
carry out analysis on more robust encryption techniques to enhance the selected encryption
techniques for better consequences in protecting patient data. Homomorphic encryption
will be applied that will allow complex operations on encrypted data without compromising
the encryption. In addition, secure multi-party computation will be considered for privacy,
preserving computation which is a cryptography subfield to equally compute functions
while keeping the inputs private [112]. Fourthly, we intend to extend the database users
and access control, as only limited user levels are assigned to check the functionality of
the proposed framework. Fifthly, three healthcare provider nodes will be used to design
a private IPFS network that securely stores medical records. Therefore, more IPFS nodes
will be included in the network for medical file sharing. Finally, the proposed application
uses the user’s email to log in and access the healthcare records. Mobile based access will
be established for more reliable user control over healthcare records management. Our
proposed framework allows healthcare systems users to manage their medical records
and ensure maximum privacy while sharing them with various healthcare providers. The
resulting framework delivers advanced incorporation and allocation of personal data with
maximum integrity and confidentiality of the healthcare system to decrease data breaches
worldwide.
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Appendix A.2.

Table A1. Root Node Address to the Bootstrap IPFS Nodes.

Root Node Swarmed Peers

• /ip4/<node 2 IP>/tcp/<port address>/ipfs/<Peer ID of node 2>
• /ip4/<node 3 IP>/tcp/<port address>/ipfs/<Peer ID of node 3>
• /ip4/<node 4 IP>/tcp/<port address>/ipfs/<Peer ID of node 4>
Node 2 Swarmed Peers

• /ip4/<root node IP>/tcp/<port address>/ipfs/<Peer ID of root node>
Node 3 Swarmed Peers

• /ip4/<root node IP>/tcp/<port address>/ipfs/<Peer ID of root node>
Node 4 Swarmed Peers

• /ip4/<root node IP>/tcp/<port address>/ipfs/<Peer ID of root node>

Appendix A.3. Smart Contract Transactions Tracking on Blockchain
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